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RULES FOR-RESIDENT STUDENTS OF 
PT. N.R.S. GOVT. COLLEGE .HOSTEL 

1. All rights of admission to the Pt. N.R.S. _Govt. College Hostel 
are reserved with Principal. 

2. The students will be admitted to the hostels for one Academic 
Session in the beginning of the Session and each hosteler 

_ must have hostel Identity Card issued by office. 
3. -Admission to the hostels will purely be on merit as well as on 

- ·distance basis _ as per the reservation policy of the 
governm·ent. The base of the merit will be the same as is 
adopted for admission to the various courses. 

4. _ Residents will have to vacate the hostel rooms withi'n 24 hours 
of the termination of his/her theory papers/examinations 
(Generally in May/June of every year). They will have to hand 
over complete charge _of their respective rooms to the clerk. · 
of their hostel. No student will be allowed to keep luggage iri 

_-almirah/rooms of the hostel after the termination _ of 
· examinations. A fine of Rs. '1 'JI- per day shall be charged for 

overstay alongwith disciplina, y acti9n againstthe defaulter. ·-
5. The DMC's of ~ semesters are to beatt~ 

Hostel AdmissioiiTor'niTcir 2nd and 3rd year coursestuderit -
_ Re-appear cases will not be given admission in the hosteL 

6. No fresh admissions to the new students in the hostel for.the 
2nd and 3rd year students. 

7 . . Room security fees will be refundable upto one year ·after 
leaving the hostel. Mess service charges has to be deposited 

· annually non-refundable: 
8. -In case, a hosteler does not maintain 70%. attendance in 

. . . . . 

classes their hostel admission wil be cancelled. _ --- . 

9. The students whose parents are residing in ·the Municipal 
·Area of Rohtak are not entitled for the hostel admission If I 

any student is found with wrong ad_dress _in the form, then 
he/she will be expelled from the hostel and College. 
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